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AVAILABLE ONLY IN 9010NOVANTADIECI 
PRODUCTS, WITH NOTABLE FEATURES: A 
COMPOUND CAPABLE OF ENHANCING LIGHT.

CRISTALY® is compatible with plasterboard installations compatible with plasterboard installations and, thanks to its low
thermal conductivity properties, its non-deforming and non-flammable surface, it is a
material with excellent resistance resistance and safe safe for use in easily accessible areas. On top of
that, CRISTALY® gives to our products perfectly white and pure to the touch surfaces that
can be decorated decorated with any type of water paintwater paint, granting the customization of any
product of the collection.

Furthermore, CRISTALY® has been tested by the American independent laboratory
International Product Assurance LaboratoriesInternational Product Assurance Laboratories, and has been found to be a
material with a powerful antibacterial effectpowerful antibacterial effect, whose process works both in light and
in the dark, to guarantee the ability to  in the air into
harmless harmless substances, with a process similar to chlorophyll photosynthesis.

transform harmful substancestransform harmful substances





CRISTALY® is environmentally friendly: chemically inert, hypoallergenic,
made of non-toxic elements which, even in case of fire, do notdo not
develop harmful smokesdevelop harmful smokes. Its unique structure gives it a natural
repellency to dustrepellency to dust. CRISTALY® products are entirely handmade in
Italy, do not need specific maintenance, are certified according to CE
norms and respect the highest quality standards in the lighting
market.

We designdesign, we process raw materialsprocess raw materials, we carefully produce produce every
creation at our historic premises in Nove Nove (VI), and every detail of
surface or colour testifies to their uniqueness and meticulous artisan
production.
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Non-toxic
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Thermal resistant
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UV resistant
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Non deforming
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Non flamable
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Long-lasting
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Paintable with any water
based color
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Sensation of pureness to the
touch
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Next

First step

THE RIGHT TIME

The production process of CRISTALY® takes place by combining our uniqueunique
and undisclosed undisclosed compound with water in strictly precise dosesprecise doses. The
compound is mixed and once ready it is poured into the silicone rubber
moulds produced by our company. Waiting times are crucial crucial to us, as we
are aware that making things with love and passion requires timetime.



Next

Second step

CARE AND
ATTENTION

At the end of this process, the product is hardened and will be then
removed removed from its mould. The hands of our team of experts will then give
the final finishfinal finish to every product with care and attention in order to bring it
to perfectionperfection.



Next

Third step

ALL OVER THE
WORLD

The products are then dried at controlled temperatures and subsequently
stored. Only a few steps are needed before shipping. After the installationinstallation
of the electrical parts the products are finally packed and ready for
shipment all over the world all over the world.
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